
LITTLE VERLIE 
 

(aka La Petitie Verlie, Little Winsome, Verlie Anderson) 
 

The adopted child of Lillian Ross, a teacher of juvenile vaudeville performers, Little Verlie came 

one of the premiere contortion/pose/balance and acrobatic acts to work the Australian stage during 

the mid to late-1910s.  Among the organisations she is known to have been billed by were Fuller-

Brennan, J. C. Bain, John L. Goodman, Harry Clay, Holland and St John and Fullers Theatres. 

With another of Ross’s adopted children, Wee Darrell (aka Wee Noel), she also toured South 

Africa in 1917/18 (billed as Little Winsome). She was also billed at one stage as La Petite Verlie. 

 

One of two children to be adopted by dance teacher and choreographer 

Lilian Bonham Ross (aka Lilian Anderson), Little Verlie's career on the 

Australian variety stage lasted little more than a decade (1911-1922). 

During that short period of time, however, she came to be regarded by 

most critics as the country's finest juvenile contortionist and pose artist. 

What is now clear, though, is that her talent and success came at great 

personal price. Research into the careers of Little Verlie and Lilian Ross, 

combined with information passed on by the family of Verlie and  Darrell 

Anderson (aka Wee Darrell/Wee Noel), indicates that while Ross became 

known as one of the country's most creative trainers of juvenile vaudeville 

performers, both children had been acquired and 'trained' for that express 

purpose. In the end Verlie and Darrell, who were never schooled and hence 

did not learn to read and write until adulthood, eventually ran away from 

Ross in the early 1920s and cut off all ties from her.
1
 It was also the end of 

their careers on the variety stage. 
 

As  legislation  regarding  legal  adoption in Australia did not come into  

place in most states (including Queensland) until the 1920s,
2
 there may be no official or surviving records available 

which might determine how and where  Ross and her  husband Oscar  Anderson  acquired  their daughter.  There is 

some suggestion, supported by Verlie's darker complexion, that she was a child of Australia's stolen generations.
3
 

Verlie's daughters  and niece  believe that  she may have  been born in the  Queensland town  of  Rockhampton,  

which would invite additional consideration that her mother may have been a member 

of the local indigenous community. This possibility is further strengthened by her 

occasional billing as a French-Canadian artiste. Although Verlie's family has 

confirmed that she had been told she was French-Canadian, the appropriation of 

another nationality was a not uncommon tactic used by artists with an indigenous 

background (or by their managers) to give audiences the impression they had a more 

"exotic" heritage.  
 

While little established evidence regarding Litttle Verlie origins have been located, it 

is believed that she was acquired as a toddler by the Andersons sometime between 

1908 and 1910.
4
 Oscar Anderson, a mechanic/engineer originally from Toowoomba, is 

not believed to have been involved in his wife's dance school or in Verlie's instruction. 

It is further believed that Verlie underwent at least four years of training before she 

made her first public appearance on the stage. Billed as "Baby Ross" and reportedly 

aged six, she performed a highland fling at a Cinderella dance put on by Ross at 

Brisbane's Protestant Hall was on 16 August 1911 (BC: 17 Aug. 1911, 7). At the time 

the Andersons were living in Clifton Terrace, Red Hill, this being situated near the 

studio or hall in Musgrove Hill that Ross was then using for her dance school.  
 

By 1911 Lilian Ross had established a considerable reputation in Brisbane. After beginning her career as a dancer in 

Brisbane around the turn of the century, she turned to fulltime teaching, opening her own academy at various locations 

                                                           
1  See "The Adopted Children of Lilian Ross" section below for insights into the relationship between Lilian Ross and the children she 

acquired for her business.  See also the AVTA's entry on Lilian Ross for details regarding her life and career. 
2  An exception was Western Australia which enacted laws regarding adoption as early as 1896 (ctd. Australian Institute of  Family Studies, 

http://www.aifs.gov.au) 
3
  The stolen generations refers to the children of Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander descent who were removed from their 

families by the Australian Federal and State government agencies and church missions under acts of their respective parliaments.  The removals 

occurred in the period between approximately 1869 and 1969, although in some places children were still being taken in the 1970s. 
4 See "Historical Notes and Corrections" section regarding Verlie's adoption 
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around the city, including Red Hill, West End and Teneriffe. Her involvement with Brisbane's social scene and 

entertainment industry included the running of regular concerts, dances and balls, as well as her own variety company, 

the Lillian Ross Refined Variety Entertainers.  She was in demand, too, as a judge for community events, competitions 

and  (as a performer) for locally-organised entertainments.  Between ca. 1906 andand 1912 Ross also made several 

forays to Sydney where she gave dance and performance instruction over the Summer months. One of her biggest 

successes to that date was the Crown Quartette.  

 

After closing down her Brisbane Academy in late 1912, Ross made what was to be a permanent move to Sydney. It 

cannot yet be ascertained whether this move to Sydney had been planned or whether it was a consequence of the 

immense popularity of Little Verlie. There is little doubt, however, that her prize student was held in awe by the 

audiences who saw her in late 1912 and during the early months of 1913. Indeed, a little over a month after making 

her Sydney debut at the Alhambra Theatre, Little Verlie won first prize (silver coffee service) in a competition held at 

the National Amphitheatre (24 Jan.).  
 

 
 

Sydney Morning Herald 28 Jan. (1913), 2. 
 

She was soon afterwards snapped up by J. C. Bain for his suburban circuit, making her debut on early March. The 

following month a Sydney Morning Herald critic wrote, "Little Verlie certainly comes up to expectations as a 

contortionist (7 Apr. 1913, 3). At that time she was performing in a company that boasted such seasoned artists as 

Nellie Kolle, Con Moreni, and Myra Gale and Little Sadie.  
 

 
 

Sydney Morning Herald 8 Mar. (1913), 2. 

 

Verlie's popularity with Bain's audiences, and the subsequent word-of-mouth acclaim she generated soon led to more 

offers. Two established engagements were on Harry Clay's suburban circuit and with John L. Goodman Star 

Vaudeville and Minstrels Company at the Alhambra Theatre.  
 

 
 

Sydney Morning Herald 25 Mar. (1913), 2. 
 

By May 1913 Little Verlie was performing at the National Theatre under the Fuller-Brennan management. In its 2 

June edition, the Sydney Morning Herald re-evaluated its praise from April, this time recording that as "an Australian, 

[she] is truly 'a child phenomenon.' Her supple contortions in acrobatic dancing and tumbling were objects of 

wonderment to all" (3). The Theatre went even further with its praise: 
 

Little Verlie should be billed as an acrobatic-contortionist poseuse. Little Verlie is a mere child. The Theatre 

has seen contortionists do things that she does not do. But in Little Verlie's act are things the Theatre has not 

seen any other contortionist do. Moreover, there is a touch of originality in her work in that every feat she does 

is introduced or presented in the shape of a picture. Everything is linked together with little graceful dancing 

movements. The night The Theatre saw Little Verlie at the Princess Theatre she was bought back four times. 

Indeed, she gives every promise of some day commanding very big money. Little Verlie owes all her tuition to 

Lilian Ross, who has reason to be proud of the wonders she has worked with her pretty, gifted pupil (May 

1913, 30). 
 

After some six months with the Fullers Little Verlie returned to J. C. Bain's circuit in October. The well-known 

manager by then had no hesitation in giving her feature billing at his Princess Theatre operations.  
 

The demand for Ross' teaching grew so quickly in response to the excitement generated from Little Verlie's 

appearances that by the end of the year she was forced to make an announcement in Australian Variety regarding both 



her classes and her child star. According to the par, the rapid increase in student numbers meant that Ross was unable 

to undertake any interstate trips with Little Verlie, and hence the child would be available only for Sydney city and 

suburban engagements until further notice (17 Dec. 1913, 7). Little Verlie was not, however, the only one of Ross' 

child performers making an impression in Sydney in 1913, with the Crown Quartette, Little Gwen and "Sylvia" 

(Serpentine dancer) all having secured major engagements by the end of January.   

1914 became a watershed year for both Ross and Little Verlie. Recognising their talent, 

Australian Variety began publishing more and more items about the two. In its 7 

January edition, for example, one of the magazine's critics wrote: "Miss Lilian Ross, 

who has become famous in Sydney for her original method of instructing stage dancing, 

and who is gifted with remarkable personality, has several new pupils coming to the 

front who will be heard of, and seen in Sydney shortly... Amongst the other pupils of 

Miss Ross's who have achieved fame are "Little Verlie," the most finished child posture 

and contortionist ever brought out in Australia (7 Jan. 1914, n. pag.).  
 

Almost all of the attention Verlie was receiving in 1914 was from Sydney audiences 

and critics, as Ross's focus was continuing to be drawn towards her academy and 

teaching responsibilities. This included the operation of two premises in the city (with 

one set up as a fully equipped gymnasium) and two additional schools in Annandale 

and Coogee. As with the previous year Ross alternated her prodigy's engagements 

between the major Sydney-based firms - Fullers, J. C. Bain and Harry Clay – while also 

allowing her to play the smaller suburban halls and circuits. Verlie was also effectively 

competing against other Ross students, several of whom had begun to establish their 

reputations by that time. Among the students known to have been engaged 

professionally that year were Sylvia (Tivoli), La Belle Maizie and Little Reva Rosslyn 

(Berington's Parramatta Show) and Miniature Lottie Thompson (Harry Clay). At least 

two students had also undertaken engagements overseas, these being Connie Lavarre 

(London) and Sylvia (India). 
 

1915 saw Little Verlie begin to more regularly play engagements away from Sydney, 

with her known appearances being under such managements as Holland and St John 

(Brisbane) and Birch and Carroll (regional Queensland). For Birch and Carroll Verlie 

was given the more exotic billing, "La Petite Verlie." The Fullers also sent her on tour, 

with known engagements that year being undertaken in regional Victoria, Adelaide and 

Broken Hill (NSW). The Barrier Miner's review of her performance at the Theatre 

Royal, Broken Hill is typical of the praise routinely published: 
 

Little Verlie, who is only 12 years of age, provided a wonderfully clever entertainment. She is both acrobat and 

contortionist, and can dance. She did some indescribable feats, and was withal dainty and graceful – whether 

somersaulting or twisting herself into the most grotesque shapes. She walked about on her head and on her hands 

as easily as the ordinary pedestrian, and finished with a one-legged skipping rope dance, while the other leg was 

twisted round her neck. Little Verlie's ‘turn’ was applauded throughout (19 Oct. 1915, 4).  
 

 
 

Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton) 19 Apr. (1915), 2. 
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In April 1916 Ross made a public announcement through Australian Variety that she had received permission from the 

Children's Protective Society for Little Verlie to appear without the usual embargo being placed upon her as a child 

performer. Around the same time she was also forced to warn other teachers that the novelty poses, acrobatic feats and 

eccentric walks she had invented for Little Verlie and Wee Darrell were fully protected and that she was fully prepared 

to prosecute "pirates" (AV: 12 Apr. 1916, 12). Indeed later that year the Theatre reported that dozens of her novelties 

had been "stolen" from Ross the result being that the tricks had been "commonised" and their value to the originator 

very much lessened.  The writer went on to note in this respect that the Federal Government had recently provided for 

the patenting of stage business (including specialty acts) thereby allowing Ross to register her inventions. He or she 

further notes that to July Ross had 28 contortion feats protected with another six in preparation. "Some of these will be 

used by Verlie, and of the others a number will be reserved by Wee Darrell. So in future Miss Ross will, she feels, be 

fully protected as regards the work of her own originating brain" (Aug. 1916, 51).
5
 Photographs recording these poses 

are held by the National Archives of Australia (NAA). In an email to Barbara Peek (daughter of Verlie's adopted 

brother, Wee Darrell), Zoe D'Arcy provides some insight into the NAA holdings: 
 

You can get a sense of Verlie's act from the photographs Lilian Ross lodges as part of a copyright claim in 1916. 

Lilian copyrighted 26 poses, and each pose is described and accompanied by a photograph. They all feature 

Verlie twisted into a variety of shapes - mostly by herself, but sometimes she's posed with her young adopted 

brother, Darrell. The written descriptions... [include for example]: 18
th

 pose - walking on hands with child 

around waist'.. Pose 24 - 'walking on hands with both feet under chin'... [and] pose 26 - which required Verlie to 

walk on her elbows with her feet under her chin' (5 Mar. 2012).
6
 

 

Mid-1916 also saw the beginning an on-stage partnership between Little Verlie and her newly adopted brother, 

Darrell. His arrival in the family, believed to have occurred sometime between mid-to-late 1915, was the result of a 

challenge made by Ross in the July 1915 issue of the Theatre magazine, whereby she proposed to adopt a child for the 

sole purpose of training it for the stage. Although she had already taken charge of Verlie some years previous for this 

same express purpose, that "adoption" was very likely unofficial. For the 1915 challenge, however, Ross stipulated 

that the parent or organisation (if the child was an orphan) must agree to a legal adoption. In return she promised to 

rear, educate and clothe the child. While Ross indicated that she was looking for a girl aged four to eight years and 

preferably with fair or red hair, it is believed that she eventually decided to adopt Darrell. The short period of time 

between adoption and his first professional stage appearance (less than 12 months) suggests that the five year old must 

have been subjected to intensive training.  
 

 
 

Can Contortionism be Taught? - The Question Pictorially Answered. 
The photographs are those of (1) Wee Darrell, (2) Little Verlie and Wee Darrell, and (3) Charles Nicholls, pupils of Lillian  

Ross. All of them began with her without any of the suppleness of figure that might be expected in a contortionist. 

Theatre Aug. (1916), 51. 

 

                                                           
5  See "Historical Notes and Corrections section" below for details relating to Ross's copyright application 
6
  See "Further Reference" section below for NAA catalogue details. 
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Over the course of the two years 1916 and 1917 Little Verlie appeared primarily across the Fullers' Australian circuit, 

with occasional engagements being played for Harry Clay's Sydney and South-west NSW circuits and other B-level 

vaudeville circuits.  From August 1916 her performances comprised both solo contortionism and posing, and a duo act 

with Wee Darrell.   

 
 

Katoomba, NSW (1916) 
Courtesy of Barbara Peek 

 

Around mid-1917 the Fullers arranged to lease the two children 

to the South African Theatres Trust, with the contract initially 

involving a 6 weeks tour of the company's theatrical circuit 

beginning in October. With Ross committed to running her 

Sydney operations Little Verlie and Wee Darrell were 

accompanied by her sister, Alison. Interestingly the tour saw 

both children given new stage names - Little Winsome and Wee 

Noel. Such was their popularity that the tour was extended to at 

least six months. Among the known engagements were seasons 

in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Benoni.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

South Africa (1917) 
Courtesy of Barbara Peek 

 



After returning to Australia around March/April 1918 Little Verlie and Wee Darrell returned to play the Fullers circuit 

before taking up engagements with other firms. By now aged around 15, Verlie was beginning to outgrow the "Little" 

descriptive and Ross appears to have been gradually booking her as just Winsome. Among her other known 

engagements was a season at the Alhambra Theatre, Sydney, in late 1919 under the management of the Pugliese 

family.  
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1919 
Courtesy of Barbara Peek 

 



It is believed that Verlie Anderson ran away from home sometime around mid-1922. A Green Room report published 

in October 1921 appears to indicate that she was still with Ross around September (12), while a letter from her 

adoptive mother to the Copyright Office dated 30 August 1922 records that she had left that then. "I am at present ill 

in bed suffering from shock caused by Verlie Anderson running away and unable to attend to my business," writes 

Ross. "I wish her to be prohibited [from] using any of my work unless it is under my instruction." She goes on to state 

that neither Verlie nor Darrell (who she refers to as Wee Noel) had permission to do her copyrighted poses 'outside'. In 

the second letter, dated 7 November that same year, Ross again focuses her concern towards protecting the poses she 

invented, drawing attention also to the fact that Alma Mackie was still performing some of these same routines:   
 

The solicitors here state that I need to protect every acrobatic position and contortion feats so that if one was 

done they could immediately take steps to take the child off. At the present Verlie has run away, after me 

keeping her for nearly thirteen years and the solicitors have the case in hand to prevent her showing. Alma 

Mackie is also appearing with all my first lot of copyrighted feats, so you can understand that I have a lot of 

worry here. At present I am really broken-hearted about Verlie and feel awful. I know you will do all you can to 

assist me  (NAA:  A1336 11000) 
 

As Zoe D'Arcy (National Archives of Australia) notes, the tone of the letters relating to Verlie demonstrate that Ross 

appeared to be less concerned about her daughter's well-being than she was about the possibility that she might make a 

living doing contortion acts on her own, or worse that she might teach them to someone else (email, 15 Mar. 2011).
7
 

She need not have worried, as Verlie Anderson turned her back on the industry and never performed again. According 

to Barbara Peek, her aunt was only able to make the break because "someone gave her money and organised a 

housekeeping job for her in Sydney." In her 30 August 1922 letter to the Copyright Office Lilian Ross identifies 

former student Alma Mackie and her parents as being the people to whom Verlie turned for help after deciding to 

leave home. Although she turned her back on the stage, Peek remembers, that her aunt kept herself very slim and fit 

and could still walk on her hands when she was in her 50s. Verlie later married fireman Vernon Bedford, and together 

they had three children John, Verlie and Marie. Her upbringing and lack of knowledge about her real family and 

where came from played heavily on her mind, however, and in this respect both she and her adoptive brother Darrell 

were very bitter about what happened to them. Peek records that the result was that her aunt suffered from depression 

throughout the remainder of her life (16 Aug. 2011). 

               

 

SEE ALSO 

 

•   Lilian Ross •  Wee Darrell / Wee Noel 
 

 

 

THE ADOPTED CHILDREN OF LILIAN ROSS 
 

The evidence obtained for the above biography, in collaboration with information supplied by the daughters of Verlie 

Anderson (Little Verlie) and Darrell Noel Anderson (Wee Darrell/Wee Noel), suggests very strongly that Lilian Ross 

"adopted" both her children "purely to train as 'stars' and to work for her in her studio" (Peek, 16 Aug. 2011). 

Furthermore, while Wee Darrell was likely adopted through legal channels in 1915, his adoptive sister is believed to 

have been acquired without any official sanction. Indeed when Verlie (accompanied by her daughters) approached her 

estranged "mother" in later years to see information on her heritage and biological family, Ross refused outright to 

furnish any details.  Although she had been told by several people that she was French-Canadian, and this descriptive 

was sometimes used in her stage billing, no details regarding her biological family and birth details have yet been 

located by her family.  As Barbara Peek writes in an email on 20 February 2012, "the family are still wondering 

about this beautiful child with black curly hair and very dark eyes came from and are still actively trying to find out 

how Lilian managed to get her. It has been suggested that she may even have been from the stolen generation." It has 

also been suggested that she might have been the child of a blackbirded Kanak from New Caledonia or from the New 

Hebrides (Vanuatu), which might explain the French association. 
 

Ross is believed to have adopted her second child, Darrel, in 1915 after having issued a challenge through the Theatre 

magazine that she could teach any untrained child in Australia to perform the same act as Little Verlie within four 

years. In that article Ross clearly indicates that she proposed to adopt a child for the sole purpose of training it for the 

stage, and further stipulated that the parent or organisation (if the child was an orphan) had to agree to a legal adoption. 

In return she promised to rear, educate and clothe the child. Almost a year later Wee Darrell was appearing on the 

                                                           
7  Not surprisingly Ross fails to acknowledge that she failed to educate her daughter (as noted below Verlie did not learn to read or write until 

adulthood).   

http://ozvta.com/industry-m-z/
http://ozvta.com/practitioners-w/


stage under Ross' direction, performing both solo and in partnership with Little Verlie. Ross and her husband Oscar 

Anderson had legally changed his name from John Radium Gambell  (he was able to confirm this in 1940 when 

he applied for his birth certificate in order to enlist in the 

Australian Army). No such documentation has ever been 

located for Verlie Anderson. It is believed, however, that she 

was born in Rockhampton, Queensland. Barbara Peek (Darrell 

Anderson's daughter) was told that her father had been able to 

snatch a glimpse of some official papers when he found out 

his name but told Verlie that her name seemed foreign and 

that he didn't understand it.  
 

The promise made by Ross to "rear, educate and clothe" 

Darrell is also contradicted by Peek, who in email 

correspondence with the Australian Variety Theatre Archive 

on 16 August 2011, records:  
 

They [Darrell and Verlie] were never sent to school and 

could not read or write until later in life. My father 

managed to get an apprenticeship to escape (that would 

have been 1925) but poor Verlie as you could imagine had 

nowhere to go... [She] suffered terribly with depression 

throughout her life... Verlie didn't know her real age or 

where she came from... They were both very bitter about 

what had happened to them, which is very understandable. 
 

Verlie Cain remembers her mother telling her, too, that 

although Inspectors came around to see Ross and check on the 

children she always managed to butter them up. "So they went 

away thinking all was in order" (Peek, 4 Feb. 2012). Cain and 

her sister Marie Collins were also told by their mother that she 

eventually ran away from home after someone gave her 

money and organised a job for her (as noted above, Ross's 

letter of 30 August 1922, identifies former student Alma 

Mackie and her parents as being the people to whom Verlie 

turned for help after deciding to leave home. According to 

Barbara Peek, her father ran away from Ross in 1925 (aged 

15), and subsequently undertook an apprenticeship as a motor 

mechanic with his adoptive father. Darrell Anderson died at 

age 45 of a heart attack. Verlie died in 1991. 
 

 
 

 

HISTORICAL NOTES AND CORRECTIONS 

 
1. With Little Verlie's first recorded appearance on the stage occurring in 1911  it may be assumed that she had been  

under the instruction of her adoptive mother for some time previous. While it is unclear how long she may have 

been living with the Andersons, there are several clues which suggest that it could have been as early as two years 

before she made her stage debut in Brisbane in 1911. In her 1915 Theatre magazine challenge, for example, Ross 

claims that she could teach any untrained child in Australia (between four and eight) to do Verlie's act within four 

and a half years (July 1915, 37). If it took that amount of time to train her adopted daughter, and Verlie's act was 

reasonable well-established by late 1912, this would suggest that she could have begun her training in 1909. If 

that was the case then she would have been aged four at the time, given that the Brisbane Courier reported her 

age in 1911 as six (17 Aug. 1911, 7).   
 

In her letters to the Copyright Office in 1922, Lilian Ross confuses the issue somewhat when she first writes, "I 

have instructed the girl (known here as Verlie Anderson) twelve years" (30 Aug. 1922). Given that Ross would 

have wasted little time in beginning the child's instruction this would make Verlie's adoption year 1910. A few 

months later (7 Nov.), however, Ross records that that she had been "keeping [Verlie] for nearly thirteen years," 

which would suggests the earlier year - 1909. 
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ADDITIONAL QUOTATIONS 
 

• At the Alhambra Theatre on December 11 Little Verlie gave a very  clever acrobatic and contortion turn.  The 

 frequent applause showed how thoroughly the audience appreciated the clean, finished performance of the little 

 artist.  There appeared to be no effort at all in her work Every feat was quickly and smilingly gone through as if 

 for her own individual  satisfaction and pleasure. Little Verlie recently arrived from Brisbane with her teacher 

 Miss Lillian Ross, who taught - and originally brought out - the Crown Quartette and Little Gwen (TT: Jan. 1913, 

 35). 
 

• Little Verlie, the clever child contortionist and acrobatic dancer, is positively one of the cleverest children ever 

 turned out by an Australian teacher, and Miss Lillian Ross, late of Brisbane, and now of 66 Goulburn Street, City,

 is the one responsible for everything Verlie has done. It has been said by several jealous persons, that Verlie

 received her first lessons with Baker's Circus. This is a canard. The writer happens to know that Miss Ross

 adopted the child when it was but a few years old, therefore those responsible for the rumour may be looked upon 

 as designing knaves who evidently have an ulterior  motive in view (AV: 29 Oct. 1913), 6). 
 

• National Amphitheatre, Sydney: "Without question, one of the finest 

contortionists that Australia has ever  produced (AV: 15 July 1914, 13). 
 

• Little Verlie a pupil of Lilian Ross, opened at the Empire, Brisbane on 

February in a new "staircase" act. The  same evening "Sylvia" another of 

Miss Ross's pupils opened at Dutton Park, Brisbane (TT: Mar. 1915, 35).  
 

• A special attraction was presented at last night's performance in the 2
nd

 

appearance of La Petite Verlie, the  phenomenal child contortionist, who 

literally astounded the large audience by her pedestal posing, which was  

really marvellous. Description of this act in all its variety is impossible; it 

must be seen to be realised (CP: 26 Mar. 1915, 4). 
 

• Melrose Theatre: Little Verlie made her first appearance here, and went 

very big. She is a marvellous in contortionist work, but we think her act is 

a little too long, as she looks worn out at the end of it (AV: 24 Nov. 1915, 

5).
8
 

 

• Little Verlie, a sweet-faced child of something like seven summers, gave 

a turn that pleases the house immensely. She is a contortionist, but has 

such a charmingly childish presence and captivating way with her that her 

turn is  free of that "crispness" so often provoked by the twisting of 

human limbs. She is, too, a finished gymnast and graceful dancer. One of 

her strangest performances was to tuck her right foot up around the back 

of her left ear and then, taking a rope, skip on her left foot. Lying flat on 

the stage, too, she puts her feet over her shoulders, and bringing her toes 

together under her chin balances herself on her hands and swings like a 

pendulum, or scuttles  around the stage in a way that resembles more than 

anything a crab in a hurry. She does also some clever chair balancing, and 

closes her turn by negotiating a couple of flights of stairs on her head and 

hands, her feet the while pointed skyward. She well earned the fine 

reception given to her (WA: 8 Nov. 1915, 2). 
 

• Little Verlie, who can do anything you ask her in the way of 

twisting herself about (AV: 1 Dec. 1915, 5). 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                           
8  Re: Melrose Theatre debut on 6 November 1915 (Australian Variety only began publishing its "Perth Notes" section as of 24 November 

1915 
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Melrose Theatre (Perth) 
West Australian 6 Nov. (1915), 2. 



ENGAGEMENTS CHRONOLOGY 
 

An asterisk (*) beside a date indicates that it is either approximate or has yet to be established. 
 

 

1912: n/e (Alhambra Th, Syd; 11 Dec. - *) 

1913: J.C. BAIN (Sydney circuit, Syd; 8 Mar. - * > debut) ► HARRY CLAY (National Th, Balmain, Syd; 22 Mar. –  

  *) ► J.C. BAIN (Princess  Th, Syd; 29 Mar. - ca. Apr.*) ►  JOHN L. GOODMAN (Alhambra Th, Syd; ca.  

  May * > Goodman's Star Vaudeville and Minstrels) ► FULLER-BRENNAN (Nat Amph, Syd; 31 May - 20 June  >  

  debut) ► J.C. BAIN (Princess  Th, Syd; 18 Oct. - *) 

1914: FULLER-BRENNAN (Nat Amph, Syd; ca. July*) 

1915: HOLLAND & ST JOHN (Empire Th, Bris; 20 Feb. -  ca. Mar.*) ► BIRCH & CARROLL (Cairns Pictures,  

  24-30 Mar. > as La Petite Verlie) • (Olympia Pictures, Townsville; 3-6 Apr. > as La Petite Verlie) •  (Olympia Th,  

  Rockhampton; 19-24 Apr. > as La Petite Verlie) ► FULLERS' THEATRES (King's Th, Adel; 2-15 Oct.) • (Th  

  Royal, Broken Hill, NSW; 18-23 Oct.)  • (Melrose Th, Perth; 6-19 Nov.) • (Williamstown Vaudeville Picture  

  Th, Williamson, Vic; 27 Nov. - * > appears in assoc. with George Smith, proprietor) • (Bijou Th, Melb; 27 Nov. - *) •  

  (Williamstown Vaudeville and Picture Th, Williamson, Vic; 18 Dec. - * > appears in assoc. with George Smith,  

  proprietor) 
1916: FULLERS' THEATRES (King's Th, Adel; 29 July -*) ► HARRY CLAY (Sydney Suburban and South-West  

  NSW circuits; ca. Nov.) 

1917: benefit (White City, Syd; 9 May > held for T. H. Eslack, appears with Wee Darrell) ► SOUTH AFRICAN  

  THEATRES TRUST (South African tour; ca. Oct. - Dec.* > as Little Winsome) 

1917: SOUTH AFRICAN THEATRES TRUST (South African tour; ca. Jan. - ca. Mar.*. > as Little Winsome) 
 NB: The South African tour is known to have included Benoni, Cape Town,  Johannesburg 

1919: PUGLIESE ENTERPRISES (Alhambra Th, Syd; 4 Oct. - * > as Winsome) 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Little Verlie and Wee Darrell (1916) 
Courtesy of the National Archives of Australia (A1336 4890) 

 

 

 



FURTHER REFERENCE 
 

"As Viewed by a Child." TT: Jan. (1917), 51. 

"Miss Lilian Ross's Cinderella Dance." BC: 17 Aug. (1911), 7. 

National Archives of Australia. Copyright Applications – Rachel Lilan Ross (1916 - NAA: A1336 4890) and Lilan  

 Bonham Ross (1922 - NAA: A1336 11000). 

"New Dancing School." PH: 7 Mar. (1924), 8. 

"Teaching Contortionism." TT: May (1916), 50. 
 

See also: 
 

AV:  7 Jan. (1914), 6 • 29 Apr. (1914), 3 • 24 June (1914), 9 • 30 Dec. (1914), 16 • 1 Mar. (1916), 11• 12 Apr.  

  (1916), 12 • 6 Sept. (1916), n. pag. • 17 Jan. (1917), 44. • 7 Feb. (1919), n. pag.  

BC:  15 Sept. (1899), 6 • 15 Mar (1900), 7 • 3 July (1901), 2 • 10 Aug. (1901), 6. • 9 Sept. (1901), 2 • 13 Dec.  

  (1901), 3 • 19 Aug. (1902), 6 • 19 Aug. (1902), 6 • 14 Apr. (1906), 9 • 10 Oct. (1908), 2 • 15 Jan. (1910), 9 •  

  30 Sept. (1910), 7 • 17 Aug. (1911), 7.   

SMH:  3 May (1913), 2 [re: Little Verlie Ross] 

TT:  Sept. (1913), 34 • July (1915), 37 • Aug. (1916), 51 • Sept (1916), n. pag. • Feb. (1918), 14.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

° ° ° ° 

 

Family details in this biography have been sourced from Barbara Peek (daughter of Darrell 
Anderson, aka Wee Darrell), and Verlie Cain and Marie Collins (daughters of Verlie 

Anderson, aka Little Verlie) 
Additional information provided by Zoe D'Arcy (National Archives of Australia) 

First published: 20/032012 

NB: The URL for this PDF will change each time it is updated. If you wish to cite or link to this record please use the following: 

Australian Variety Theatre Archive • http://ozvta.com/practitioners-l/ 
 


